INTRODUCTION
For a complete evaluation of the growth rates of drift instabilities in sheared magnetic fields, finite gyroradius effects must be carefully retained. In slab geometry finite gyroradius corrections· can result in destabilizing contributions to the growth rate. 1 -2 The addition of finite e (plasma pressure/magnetic pressur~) results in considerable complication even in slab geometry, and for a sheared magne~ic field has only been evaluated when the gyroradius correction is small~3- 4 In addition, the extension of finite gyroradius effects to sheared toroidal geometry (Tokamaks) may permit the coupling of a mode localized about a rational· surface to modes localized about adjacent rational surfaces. The coupling is ·expected to occur because the group velocity associated with one of these localized modes is away from the rational surface and, at marginal stability, the mode structure extends to distances where ion Landau damping occurs. 1 -4 .
Present calculations which include finite gyroradius effects assume isolated rational surfaces. 4 -6 In order to treat arbitrary values of the product of poloidal wavenumber k and the ion gyroradius pi in sheared magnetic fields, a generalization ·.
of the technique of Rutherford and Frieman 7 -8 is employed. The technique · retains gyroradius corrections in the lowest ord~r equations for the linearized distribution function. This same gyro-kinetic ordering is employed herein, however, rather than treat the radial and poloidal wave variation via a WKB or eikonal method, an explicit toroidal model with concentric magnetic surfaces is treated. This m6del permits the toroidal variat~on to be Fourier decomposed and the derivatives with respect to radial variation to be retained explicitly. from the WKB treatment which is shown to provide only the local result.
The gyro~kinetic formalism also permits neoclassical, finiteS, and
. ~ unperturbed toroidal electric.field ~contributions to be retained. The neoclassical corrections are shown to result in negligible modifications.
The gyro-kinetic equ.ation. valid for~; 0 and finiteS is derived.
For completeness, the kp. modification of the ion-ion Fokker-Planck
collision operator ~s considered. the result is quite complex for arbitrary kpi; however,for kpi >> 1 it can be reduced to a particu)arly simple form.
This gyro-kinetic ordering ~auld also. be employed to determine the gyroradius modifications of MHD instabilities .
. i
GYRO-KINETIC ORDERING AND EQUATIONS
Working in a toroidal geometry with circular, concentric flux surfaces, the unperturbed magnetic field may be written as~= (B 0 R 0 /RHi+ [E/q(r)Ji}; withE= r/R 0 , R = R 0 (1 +Ecosa.), e and z; the peloidal and toroidal angle variables, q the safety factor, and r the radial variable measured from the center of the concentric flux circles located at a distance R 0 from the axis of symmetry.
Employing the velocity variables ~' E, and ~ defined by 1 2 2 1 2 
(1) Formally, the gyro-kinetic ordering corresponds to an expansion in the small parameters I w/ (na tn Q/a~) I and I~·~ sQ/~·\7 f61 ..
. In ord~r to obtain a particularly simple representation it is desirable to retain certain small terms to lowest order. Expanding f and i in powers of the small parameters, f + f +of+ ... and~+~+ o~ + ... ; and retaining these small terms, the lowest order equation is taken to be
where L ~ (kv~/n)cos~ and ~~ = v~/[1 + sin~ a(v~;n);ar]. ·The particular virtue of this lowest order form is that the change of variables 9 (4) r• = r + (v~/D)sin~, e• = e, ~· = ~, ~· = ~' and E 1 = E applied to eq. (4) results in
that is, g• is independent of ~·.
In obta~ning the next higher order equation from eq. (1), small terms are again added in so t~at the transformation to the primed variables results i~ a tota'l ~· derivativeof.of+ (ZeFM<S¢/T). In addition, the small terms added in to lowest order must be corrected for by subtracting them out in this order. The r~~ulting equation is th~n ~ultiplied by n-1 exp(il) and a gyro-
pha5e average over the primed gyrophase ~· performed,
. 1' .
-' n exp(iL)C{g•exp(-iL)}) = -( To evaluate the ~· integrals in eq. {6) the integrands must be expressed in terms of the primed variables~ Only the r dependence presents a problem; however, the usual. assumption 1 -6 . that the gyroradius is small compared to scale lengths and radial wavelengths permits any function of r, Q{r}, to be expanded about r• with the result that Q{r) = Q{r') + {r'-r)aQ/ar'···. As a result of the preceding, eq. (6) yields (7) where ~·~xn = [a(e/q)/ar] + (l/qR 0 ) and (8) The latter form of eq. (8) Equation (5), and (7) - (8) or (9), plus an appropriate collision operator are the basic equations that result from the gyro-kinetic ordering. In Appendix B collision operators valid for arbitrary kv~/n are obtained for liKe and unlike particle collisions.
For collisions of electrons with ions a ·Lorentz or pitch angle operator, eq. (B.6), may be employed.
-
12 Changing to lJ, E, ~variables and qyroaveraging results in ( 11 ) For the collisions of ions with electrons Cie ~ 0 may be employed because finite gyroradiu~ corrections ~ari be ext~~mely· important fo~ kv~/n >> ·1. 13 Transfo'r~i·n·g the first form of. (B7) t~ lJ, E, ~ and gyro~averaging, the 1 ike particle collision operator appropriate for arbitrary kv~/n is found to be 4 4 l .
where x = v(M/2T) 1 1 2 ; Erf, Erf', and 1j J are defined in appendix B; and from eqs.
( B9),
For large k 2 T/M~i, eqs. (12) and (13) In order to obtain a like.particle (ion-ion) collision operator valid for arbitrary value of poloidal wavenumber times gyroradius, the appropriate gyro-average of the Fokker-Planck collision operator is evaluated. The resulting expression is rather involved, but for large values of the gyroradius over poloidal wavelength is extremely simple. Other simplifications of the like particle collision operator may ~lso be possible in certain limits;
an additional example appropriate for trapped particles is noted. 
In obtaining eq. (Al), VvFD from the text and
have been employed.
In addition to the small terms retained in eq. (4) it is now convenient to retain certain neoclassical terms to lowest order, with the result that
Changing eq. {A2) to the primed variables results in where again g' is independent of ~·.
. .
The next order equation is obtained from eq. (Al) in the same manner as the electrostatic case. Upon carrying out the primed gyrophase average the result~ng equat1on has ·the left hand side shown in eq. (9). Retaining only terms that result in non-negligible contributions the right hand side 
Expression (9) then follows by substituting eq. (8) 
where ~ is the total (unperturbed plus perturbed) distribution function and primes denote the species integrated over all velocities. The sum is over all primed species and must include like particle collisions; inA is the Coulomb logarithm.
Linearizing by writing~= FMB + h, where As a result·K 1 may be rewritten once again as
where I is the unit dyadic. At this point is it convenient to consider unlike and like particle collisions separately. In part~cul~r, for the collisions of electrons with ions a Lorentz collision operator will be employed. As a result, collisions of electrons with ions will automatically conserve number and energy, and the electrons may transfer as much momentum to the ions as they wish.
Consequently, for these·electron-ion collisions the p• of eq. (82) 3MT
